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“Experiments vary greatly in their goal and scale, but always rely on repeatable procedure and 

logical analysis of the results.” – Wikipedia 

 

In legacy systems, the use of a static radio planning followed by field trials was enough to meet the 

the Mobile Network Operators (MNO) performance requirements. 4G LTE and LTE-A materializes a 

move towards very dynamic and flexible networks. The resulting complexity requires new tools and 

methods to enable MNOs to fully exploit the performance potential of LTE technology and to reduce 

the deployment cost. 

This white paper describes a new generation of testing and optimization tools, aiming at reducing the 

gap between simulation and reality, in order to accelerate deployments while reducing heavy OPEX 

and CAPEX costs, by minimizing the number of drive tests required on the field. 

4G IN VITRO implements the full network in the lab. The main challenge is to demonstrate that the 

field environment can be reproduced accurately within the lab, while new tools and methods enable 

the operator to extract the KPIs as expected for performance, coverage, and capacity. 

I. State of the art: 
Today mobile network deployment and optimization are essentially driven by RF planning simulation 

phase followed by drive testing in a live experiment phase as shown on Figure 1.  

RF planning uses advanced RF conditions and traffic models but it treats network elements such as 

mobile phones and Base station as  abstract models. Neither the protocol stacks nor the scheduling 

algorithm are included in these simulations, and neither the network elements nor the dynamicity is 

tested in that environment.  

On the opposite side, live experiment (field trial) require high deployments cost and yield very low 

reproducibility capabilities. Usually 3 to 5 drive tests per site are conducted for different validation 

and optimisation needs. 

The process of selecting the right network elements such as eNodeBs is usually done on 

specifications or based on live demonstration. There are no existing tools that can provide 

benchmarking capabilities with truely reproducible RF and load conditions giving a fair comparison 

between different vendors. 
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Figure 1 : Network deployment phases 

 

II. Going through advanced emulation 
Based on some research works [1]; we define three dimensions to evaluate the performance of a 

radio network testing tool.  

The first dimension is the realism: radio environment, topology, and network elements behavior 

(UEs, eNodeB).  

The second dimension is the deployment cost of the experiment: hardware provision, installation, 

configuration, software installation, and application launch.  

The third one is the capability to reproduce the test and to control it: replay a scenario, modify the 

configuration, and monitor the running status. 

As illustrated in Table 1, the realism of live experiment is very good compared to simulation while its 

deployment cost, control and reproducibility are bad.  
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Table 1:  Live experiment versus Simulation in term of realism, deployment cost and control [1]  

The challenge here is to combine in the same testing procedure high realism, high reproducibility and 

low deployment cost. 

Today, new cloud based architectures provide sufficient computational resource, testing control 

and flexibility to manage this paradigm. 

 

 

Furthermore, simulation tools such as RF planning tools use software models, hardware models, and 

radio environment models.  

Here we propose 4G IN VITRO, an emulation tool that integrates the real eNodeB equipment (real 

hardware) and runs the real protocol stack on UEs and eNodeBs (real software). The full network is 

emulated within the lab in order to manage reproducibility and testing control.  

A significant advantage of running emulation connected to real eNodeBs (real hardware and 

software) is the ability to play the test with real running schedulers which are the core function of 

the eNodeB.  
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Table 2: Real Hardware versus Hardware model 

III. 4G IN VITRO: New generation testing tool 
4G In Vitro aims at reproducing the full field network behavior in the lab (2).  

A key innovative concept here is the coupling of the traditional load emulation tool with radio 

planning tool in a unique system. This way, 4G IN VITRO can be configured with a specific field area 

conditions by importing the detailed coverage predictions and site locations of the chosen area from 

the RF planning outputs. Figure 3 illustrates the way 4G IN VITRO is configured with the Toronto city 

area. 
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Figure 2 : Emulation tool with real hardware, real protocol stacks, and dynamic radio environment model. 

 

The radio environment is fully emulated in 4G IN VITRO: including fast fading, path loss, mobility and 

interference.  

The signal level (RSRP) and signal quality (RSRQ) grids of the target zone are imported from the radio 

planning tool (Figure 3), meaning that realistic pathloss and handover measurements are available. 

Appropriate traffic models are also used to position the UEs. Each group of UEs is also associated 

with a fast fading model based on its speed and location.  

Interference is the major limiting factor in a mono frequency network such as LTE. The 3GPP 

standard suggests dynamic management of interference.  4G IN VITRO is the only tool with capability 

to stimulate accurately the eNodeB ICIC (InterCell Interference Coordination) algorithms.  For each 

UE, the UL and DL levels of interference are emulated dynamically using the actual scheduling and 

load of adjacent cells and actual location of the UEs. 

On top of the radio environment emulation and traffic generation, 4G IN VITRO provides the 

capability to collect multiple layers of counters, aggregates them and constructs the expected KPIs to 

evaluate network performance. 

Finally, 4G IN VITRO emulates the UE behavior, meaning that it modelizes specific vendor’s 

characteristics on modem chipset, OS or applications. 
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Figure 3 : Toronto city RSRP and RSRQ levels import from radio planning tool into 4G IN VITRO 

 

A. Dynamicity and diversity in radio conditions 
While RF planning tools integrate static models, the 4G IN VITRO emulation tool handles the 

dynamism and mobility in the radio environment model.  

Dynamism and diversity in radio environment models are important features for LTE network testing 

and optimization. Indeed, each millisecond, the LTE scheduler takes advantage of the RF channel 

condition diversity among the UEs to provide the best physical resources depending on requested 

QoS and data bandwidth. 

The cloud-based architecture of 4G IN VITRO, with high computational resource and flexibility, allows 

emulating independent radio conditions and traffic behaviors for thousands of UEs based on their 

positions and movements on the field map. 

 

B. Traffic generation, QoE and relevant KPIs 
4G IN VITRO emulates thousands of UEs, all with their own predefined traffic models (Video, FTP, 

UDP, VoLTE…). Along with the diverse traffic generation the solution has the full capability to collect 

measurement (counters, KPIs, real time traces…) in several nodes of the network as it is illustrated in 

Figure 5. 
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Collection and processing of these reports allows flexibility in the network behavior analysis by 

correlating KPIs from several protocol layers and several nodes (Uu, S1,..)[ [4]. 
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Figure 4 : Multi dimensional Data collection and KPIs building [4] 

High-level KPIs are used for performance monitoring while low-level KPIs are used for 

detailedinvestigation. This is possible thanks to the time synchronization mechanism between the 

different levels of KPIs. 

 

Figure 5: Multi levels KPIs diagnostic tool 
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C. UE behavior model 
4G IN VITRO models the specific UE brand, OS and application. The modeling includes the following 

dimensions: 

• LTE chip modem modeling (CQI, noise factor, timers...)  

• operating system models (Android, iOS, Windows Mobile)  

• applications (web browser, video viewer, ...)  

IV. Use cases to improve QoE, reduce OPEX and accelerate time to 

Market 

A. Virtual drive test (VDT) and field replay use case (Improve QoE 

and OPEX Saving) 
Drive tests are a significant cost for the MNOs.  

As soon as an emulation tool embeds real hardware, real software and exhaustive models of the 

radio environment based on UE geographic location… then we can consider this a virtual drive test! 

Prior to starting field testing, the drive test campaign could be run in the lab.  MNOs would have the 

capability to tune the selected eNodeBs against pre-defined QoE levels, in a controlled lab 

environment. 

The 4G IN VITRO advanced emulator is configured with the targeted geographical zone and 

associated RSRP, RSRQ, SINR grids imported from radio planning tools. On top of these grids, the 

optimization engineer can define a mobility scenario by specifying UE routes on the Map GUI (Figure 

6).  Fast fading, Doppler, Pathloss, Interferences are applied dynamically on these UEs based on their 

location and route on the map.  

Once the senario is set up, the 4G IN VITRO network emulator runs the UEs protocol stack and 

connects to real eNBs and a real core network. Then the UEs cope with measurement-based 

handover, interference, fading varying in function of their location.   

Troublshooting can easily be completed during this phase with very low deployement costs, as  

compared to troubleshooting on the field. 

For replaying field tests, the 4G IN VITRO tool is also able to import a file containing “in the field 

measurements” composed of GPS positions, dates, RSRP, RSRQ and channel responses, PCAP files. 

With this imported data the 4G IN VITRO can trace the route on the geo referenced map and 

generate the field measurements in the emulation engine.   
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Figure 6 : GUI to define the vehicule path for the virtual drive test (green dashed line) 

 

B. Benchmarking and Non Regression Test use case:  OPEX saving, 

faster time to market 
The process of deploying a network starts with the step of choosing the network equipment: Today 

MNO vendor benchmarking is mostly done through specifications and field trials. 

4G IN VITRO enables real benchmarking against network equipment vendors in a lab environment, 

using predefined testing scenarios for predefined QoE levels. 

For example, the following benchmarks on different eNodeBs can be done with the advanced 4G IN 

VITRO emulation tool using reproducible call models: 

 Global System Capacity in a specific field topology, radio environment and call model. 

 QoE measurements such as MOS or Latency in reproducible call models. 

 Scheduler Characterization against existing reference (proportional fair, greedy, round 

Robin..) 

 Fairness Measurements among UEs 

 Responsiveness of eNodeB power control and timing advance features. 

C. HetNet testing Use cases ( Improve QoE, faster time to market) 
Heterogeneous network layouts, with small cell base stations together with Macro-Cells are 

considered to be the key to further increase in spectral efficiency.  In such an environment, Cell 

interference is the main limiting factor when trying to achieve a high quality of end-user experience 
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for as many users as possible.  In these conditions, optimization of the eICIC strategy is a major 

concern and appropriate tools must be provided. 

Figure 7 is an illustration of typical HetNet use case.  A small cell is operating within the coverage 

footprint of a macro cell.  4G IN VITRO is able to emulate such interference scenarios - the emulated 

UE moving toward the small cell will report the appropriate DL interference level, while the base 

station will experience an uplink corrupted signal according to the actual interfering resource block 

from the small cell. 4G IN VITRO monitors dynamically the actual scheduling of all cells in the 

scenario and adjusts the appropriate interference level regarding the UEs locations. This capability 

is essential when it comes to optimize eICIC strategies in full or fractional frequency reuse schemes. 

 

Figure 7 : typical HeNet use case 

D. Cross layer testing use case ( Improve QoE and OPEX saving) 
Traditional schedulers are mainly channel-aware, and aim at maximizing the total system throughput 

or maintaining a degree of fairness [1]. 

The new generation of schedulers aims to jointly optimize the Application layer together with the 

MAC and PHY layers. Meaning, to maximize objective low level parameters such as C/I, system 

throughput, etc ... and subjective parameters such as Mean Opinion Score (MOS). 

The purpose of this approach is to improve user perceived quality of experience, which is the key 

factor for customer satisfaction. 

4G-In Vitro network solution aggregates and correlates high level application KPIs  and low level radio 

KPIs in the same GUI, so a global approach and comprehensive optimization of the QoE is possible. 

4G-In Vitro uses a powerful probe tool to measure in real time, end-to-end KPIs at different nodes of 

the networks and identify areas for QoS / QoE optimization. The KPIs could be also stored and post-

processed later for detailed analysis. The KPIs can be aggregated or drilled down and filtered from 

different angles such as per UE or group of UEs, per interface, per applications, per bearer, per 

protocol etc... 
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As a use case we could consider a video on demand (VoD) application for which we want to optimize 

the MOS, the least remaining playback time, the latency and at the same time to be able to check the 

global throughput capacity. 

V. Conclusion 
4G IN VITRO is a powerful tool developed by several state of the art companies in the test and 

measurement and RNP sectors. It claims to close the gap between simulation and live experiment. 

4G IN VITRO  enables MNOs to properly assess in the lab how their live network is going to perform 

and react, thanks to accurate emulation tools and field modeling.  

As explained in this document, it can help MNOs save significant CAPEX and OPEX costs through: 

 Improving end-users’ quality of experience 

 Minimizing Drive tests 

 Master HetNet deployment 

 De-risking the introduction of SON 

 Vendor benchmarking and non-regression tests 
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